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2 F. Klingl and W. Weise: Model independent constraints from vacuum and in-medium QCD Sum Rules
not suer from the uncertainties introduced by four-quark
condensates. These sum rules are shown to provide useful,
model independent constraints which we exemplify for the
case of the ! meson spectral distribution and its change





R(s), does involve the four-quark condensate.
In fact it can be used in principle to determine this par-
ticular condensate and test the factorization assumption.
The detailed analysis of this question will be defered to
a longer paper. In this short note we conne ourselves to
conclusions that can be drawn without reference to four-
quark condensates.















where T denotes the time-ordered product and the ex-
pectation value is taken either in the vacuum or in the
ground state of nuclear matter at rest. In vacuum the po-










(q). In nuclear mat-
ter there are two (longitudinal and transverse) correlation
functions which coincide for a meson at rest with respect
to the medium (i.e. with q

= (!;q = 0)).





















where (0) vanishes in vacuum but contributes in nuclear




> 0 the QCD opera-
































We specify the coeÆcients c
i











d), the case of the ! meson that we wish to



















































involves combinations of four-quark condensates
of (mass) dimension 6. The quark mass term c
1
is small
and can be dropped in the actual calculations. For the




























Mann, Oakes, Renner relation.
































to linear order in . The rst term in brackets is the
leading density dependent correction to the gluon con-




' 0:75GeV [6]. The second part proportional to the
nucleon sigma term 
N
' 45MeV is the rst order cor-
rection of the quark condensate, and the third term intro-
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It represents twice the fraction of momentum carried by
quarks in the proton. We take A
1
' 1 as determined by














of nuclear matter, and almost all of this correction comes
from the term proportional to A
1
.




























with R(s) =  
12
s
Im(s) and (0) =  =4M
N
, the vec-
tor meson analogue of the Thomson term in photon scat-
tering.
We separate the spectrum R(s) into a resonance part
with s  s
0
and a continuum R
c
(s) which must approach




















is again specic for the isoscalar channel.
The Borel mass parameter M must be suÆciently large
so that eq.(8) converges rapidly, but otherwise it is ar-








panded in powers of s=M
2
for s < s
0
















) in eq.(9). Then the term-by-term
comparison in eq.(8) gives the following set of sum rules













































Note that the rst two sum rules are well determined and
represent useful constraints for the spectrum R(s). Only
the third sum rule (12) involves four-quark condensates
which are uncertain. In this short paper we concentrate
on eqs. (10,11). A detailed analysis of eq.(12) will be pre-
sented in a forthcoming longer paper. It is instructive to
illustrate the sum rules (10,11) for the ! meson in vacuum
using Vector Meson Dominance (VMD) for the resonant


























= 3g ' 16:8 (using the vector coupling constant
g = 5:6). We can neglect the small quark mass term c
1























) ' 0:4 and m
!
=





with the scale for spontaneous chiral symmetry




= 92:4 MeV is the pion
decay constant. In the VMD model, taking the zero width






















to a small QCD correction.







































4 F. Klingl and W. Weise: Model independent constraints from vacuum and in-medium QCD Sum Rules
Inserting the values for the gluon and quark condensates
we nd indeed perfect consistency. Given a model for the !
meson spectral function in the vacuum and in the nuclear
medium, the sum rules (10,11) therefore provide useful
constraints to test the calculated spectra.
We now continue on from VMD to a more realistic ap-
proach. In refs. [3,4] we have used an eective Lagrangian
based on chiral SU (3) 
 SU (3) symmetry with inclusion
of vector mesons as well as anomalous couplings from
the Wess-Zumino action in order to calculate the ! me-
son spectrum both in the vacuum and in nuclear mat-





! hadrons(I = 0) data very well [3] (see
Fig. 1a). The predicted in-medium mass spectrum (for
! excitations with q = 0) shows a pronounced down-
ward shift of the !-meson peak and a substantial, but not
overwhelming increase of its width from reactions such as
!N ! N; N etc. (see Fig. 1b). At large s > s
0
, both
spectra should approach the QCD limit (9). The consis-
tency test of these calculated spectral distributions with
the sum rules (10) and (11) goes as follows:
{ the vacuum case:




































ds sR(s) = 0:19GeV
4













, so there is consistency at the
10% level.
{ the in-medium case:














































































is to be compared with the right hand side
of eq. (18) which gives 0:12GeV
4
, so there is again
excellent consistency.
Note again that these tests do not involve uncertain
four-quark condensates. Furthermore, if the in-medium
spectrum shows a reasonably narrow quasi particle ex-













can indeed be interpreted as the square of an in-medium
\mass" of this excitation. For our ! meson case we nd
m = 0:65GeV at  = 
0
, a substantial downward mass
shift as discussed in refs. [3,4]. (For the broad  me-
son spectrum, on the other hand , the interpretation of
m as an in-medium mass is not meaningful as demon-
strated in ref. [3]).





about 15 percent when replacing the vacuum by nu-
clear matter. This is in line with the proposition that
this gap reects the order parameter for spontaneous
chiral symmetry breaking and scales like the pion de-
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cay constant f

(or, equivalently, like the square root
of the chiral condensate hqqi).
In summary, we have shown that the combination of
sum rules (10) and (11) for the lowest moments of the
spectral distributions does serve as a model-independent
consistency test for calculated spectral functions.
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! hadrons (I = 0) [10]




as calculated in refs.[3,4] (solid
line) in comparison with the vacuum spectrum (dashed line).
